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Design of Fractional Order Controller Based on Particle
Swarm Optimization
Jun-Yi Cao and Bing-Gang Cao
Abstract: An intelligent optimization method for designing Fractional Order PID (FOPID)
controllers based on Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is presented in this paper. Fractional
calculus can provide novel and higher performance extension for FOPID controllers. However,
the difficulties of designing FOPID controllers increase, because FOPID controllers append
derivative order and integral order in comparison with traditional PID controllers. To design the
parameters of FOPID controllers, the enhanced PSO algorithms is adopted, which guarantee the
particle position inside the defined search spaces with momentum factor. The optimization
performance target is the weighted combination of ITAE and control input. The numerical
realization of FOPID controllers uses the methods of Tustin operator and continued fraction
expansion. Experimental results show the proposed design method can design effectively the
parameters of FOPID controllers.
Keywords: Evolutionary computation, fractional calculus, fractional order controllers, particle
swarm optimization.

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, researchers reported that controllers
making use of factional order derivatives and integrals
could achieve performance and robustness results
superior to those obtained with conventional (integer
order) controllers [1-4]. Special international
symposiums and workshops organized by ASME and
IFAC were held to promote international exchange
and cooperation in fractional derivatives and their
applications research.
Fractional order controllers are described by
fractional order differential equations. Expanding
derivatives and integrals to fractional orders can
adjust control system’s frequency response directly
and continuously. This great flexibility makes it
possible to design more robust control system. Letting
control order be fractional, however, is not always
straightforward. Several methods have been reported
for FOPID design. A method based on pole
distribution of the characteristic equation in complex
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plane was proposed [5]. Vinagre et al. presented a
frequency domain approach based on the expected
crossover frequency and phase margin [6]. A statespace design method based on feedback poles
placement can be viewed in [7]. Doctor Ma Chengbin
provided a two-stage or hybrid approach: use
conventional controller’s design method firstly and
then improve the performance of designed control
system by adding proper fractional order controller [8].
FOPID design is also a parameter optimization
problem.
An evolutionary computation technique has become
gradually popular to obtain global optimal solution in
many areas. A particle swarm optimization (PSO), a
stochastic optimization strategy from the family of
evolutionary computation, is a biologically-inspired
technique originally proposed by Kennedy and
Eberhart [9]. PSO has been regarded widely as a
promising optimization algorithm due to its
combination of simplicity (in terms of its
implementation), low computational cost and good
performance [10]. What’s more, the optimal problems
solved by genetic algorithms (GA) can be obtained
better solutions with PSO in comparison with
conventional methods. These are precisely the main
motivations that led us to apply PSO for FOPID
controllers design.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the fractional order controllers, their digital
realizations and stability. Section 3 presents the
particle swarm optimization and its improvement.
Section 4 presents the parameter optimization design
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process and results along with a detailed comparative
analysis with genetic algorithms. Some conclusions
are drawn in Section 5.

2. FRACTIONAL ORDER CONTROLLERS
Fractional order control systems are described by
fractional order differential equations. Fractional
calculus allows the derivatives and integrals to be any
real number. The FOPID controller is the expansion of
the conventional PID controller based on fractional
calculus. FOPID controllers’ parameters designed
have five, and the derivative and integral orders
improve the design flexibility.
2.1. Fractional calculus
There are several definitions of fractional
derivatives [11]. Grunwald-Letnikov definition is
perhaps the best known one due to its most suitable
for the realization of discrete control algorithms. The
m order fractional derivative of continuous function
f (t ) is given by:

[ x]
 m
D m f (t ) = lim h − m ∑ (−1)− j   f (t − jh)
h →0
j
j =0
=

d m f (t )
dt m

t−m
;
h

(1)
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  is
j

 m  m(m − 1)...(m − j + 1)
binomial coefficients,   =
,
j!
j
 m
  = 1, ( j = 0), it can be replaced by Gamma
j
 m
Γ(m + 1)
function,   =
.
 j  j !Γ(m − j + 1)
The general calculus operator, including fractional
order and integer order, is defined as:

 α
R(α )>0
d / dt

α
R(α )=0
a Dt = 1
 t
 ∫ (dτ )−α R(α )>0,
 a

(2)

where a and t are the limits related to operation of
fractional differentiation, α is the calculus order. The
Laplace transform of the fractional derivative of f (t )
is given by:

{

}

L Dα f (t ) = sα F ( s ) −  Dα −1 f (t )  ,

t =0

where F ( s ) is the Laplace transform of f (t ). The
Laplace transform of the fractional integral of f (t ) is
given as follows:

{

}

L D −α f (t ) = s −α F ( s ).

(3)

(4)

2.2. Fractional order controllers
The differential equation of fractional order
controller PI λ Dδ is described by [12]:
u (t ) = K p e(t ) + Ki Dt−λ e(t ) + K d Dtδ e(t ).

,

where [ x ] is a truncation and x =

Fig. 1. PID controllers with fractional orders.

(5)

The continuous transfer function of FOPID is
obtained through Laplace transform, which is given
by:
Gc ( s ) = K p + Ki s −λ + K d sδ .

(6)

It is obvious that the FOPID controller not only
need design three parameters K p , Ki , and K d , but

also design two orders λ , δ of integral and derivative
controllers. The orders λ , δ are not necessarily integer,
but any real numbers. As shown in Fig. 1, the FOPID
controller generalizes the conventional integer order
PID controller and expands it from point to plane.
This expansion could provide much more flexibility in
PID control design.
2.3. Discretization methods
To realize fractional order controllers perfectly, all
the past inputs should be memorized. These are two
discretization methods: direct discretization and
indirect discretization. In indirect discretization
methods, frequency domain fitting in continuous time
domain first and discretizing the fit s-transfer function.
They couldn’t guarantee the stable minimum phase
discretization. Several direct discretization methods
by finite differential or difference equation were
proposed in recent researches, such as Short memory
principle, Tustin Expansion, Lagrange function
interpolation method [13].
Derived from Grunwald-Letnikov definition, the
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numerical calculation formula of fractional derivative
can be achieved as:
α
−α
t − L Dt x(t ) ≈ h

[L /T ]

∑

j =0

b j x(t − jh),

(7)

where L is the length of memory, T , the sampling
time, always replaces the time increment h during
approximation. The weighting coefficients b j can be
calculated recursively by:

Fig. 2. Stability region of fractional order system.

1+α
b0 = 1, b j = (1 −
)b j −1 , ( j ≥ 1).
j

(8)

With generating function s = ω ( z −1 ) , the fractional
order differentiator sα can be transformed from s
domain to z space. The well-known s → z schemes
are Euler and Tustin method. To obtain the
coefficients of the approximation equations for
fractional calculus, we can consider the Tustin
operator as generating function:
α

 2 1 − z −1 
,
s = (ω ( z )) = 
 T 1 + z −1 


α

−1 α

(9)

and then perform the continued fraction expansion,
the discretized result is as follows:

−1 α 
 2 1− z  
Z D x(t ) = CFE 
 X ( z)
−1  

 T 1 + z  

{

α

}

−1
 2  Pp ( z )
X ( z ),
≈ 
 T  Qq ( z −1 )

α

(10)

where CFE{u} denotes the continued fraction
expansion of u; p and q are the orders of the
approximation; P and Q are polynomials of degrees p
and q. Normally, we can set p = q = n.
The above FOPID controller (6) can be
approximated using discretization methods, which is
given by:
Gc ( z ) = K p + Ki wi ( z ) + K d wd ( z ),

(11)

where wi ( z ) is the discrete approximation equation

of fractional order integral s −λ ,

wd ( z ) is the

discrete approximation equation of sδ . The greater
the truncation order, the better the approximation.
That is, the discretized model with higher order is
more closely approach to the real fractional order
systems.

2.4. Stability conditions
It is well-known that an integer order LTI system is
stable if all the roots of the characteristic polynomial
P( s ) are negative or have negative real parts if they
are complex conjugate. This means that they are
located on the left of the imaginary axis of the
complex plane s . When dealing with fractional order
system, the characteristic polynomial is a multivalued
function of s , the domain of which can be viewed as a
Riemann surface [14]. The stability region of
fractional order systems is bounded by a cone, with
vertex at the origin, and that extends into the right half
of the complex plane s such that it encloses an angle
of ±απ / 2, as shown in Fig. 2. When α = 1, we get
the stability domain of the integer order system. Thus,
when α = 0.5, the stability domain is the entire splane less the area enclosed by the cone making
±450.
Hence, if all the roots of fractional order system are
placed anywhere outside the cone in Fig. 2, it will be
stable, Moreover, a controller that stabilizes the
integer order system stabilize the integer order model
as well as its fractional versions.

3. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a new
population-based evolutionary computation. Unlike
genetic algorithms, the PSO updates populations
without any genetic operators such as crossover and
mutation. The PSO algorithm attempts to mimic the
natural process of group communication of individual
knowledge, which occurs when such swarms flock,
migrate, forage, etc, in order to achieve some
optimum property such as configuration or location.
In PSO, the ‘swarm’ is initialized with a population
of random solutions. Each particle in the swarm is a
different possible set of the unknown parameters to be
optimized. Representing a point in the solution space,
each particle adjusts its flying toward a potential area
according to its own flying experience and shares
social information among particles. The goal is to
efficiently search the solution space by swarming the
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particles toward the best fitting solution encountered
in previous iterations with the intent of encountering
better solutions through the course of the process and
eventually converging on a single minimum error
solution.
3.1. Standard PSO
Kennedy and Eberhart originated the original
framework of PSO in 1995. In PSO, a swarm consists
of N particles moving around in a D-dimensional
search space. The random velocity assigned to each
particle. Each particle modifies its flying based on its
own and companion’s experience at every iteration.
The ith particle is denoted as X i = ( xi1 , xi 2 ," , xiD ),
whose best previous solution (pbest) is represented as
Pi = ( pi1 , pi 2 ," , piD ). Current velocity (position
change rate) is described by Vi = (vi1 , vi 2 ," , viD ).
Finally, the best solution achieved so far by the whole
swarm (gbest) is represented as Pg = ( pg1 , pg 2 ," ,
pgD ).

At each time step, each particle moves toward pbest
and gbest locations. The fitness function evaluates the
performance of particles to determine whether the best
fitting solution is achieved. The particles are
manipulated according to the following equations:
vid := vid + c1 ∗ rand () ∗ ( pid − xid )

+ c2 ∗ rand () ∗ ( p gd − xid ),
xid := xid + vid ,

(12)
(13)

where c1 and c2 are two positive constants, called
cognitive learning rate and social learning rate
respectively; rand () is a random function in the range
[0,1]. The velocity of the particles are limited in
[Vmin,Vmax]. Since the original formula of PSO lacks
velocity control mechanism, it has a poor ability to
search at a fine grain [15]. A time decreasing inertia
factor is designed by Eberhart and Shi to overcome
this shortcoming in 1998 [16]:
vid := w ∗ vid + c1 ∗ rand () ∗ ( pid − xid )

+ c2 ∗ rand () ∗ ( pgd − xid ),
xid := xid + vid ,

(14)
(15)

where w is inertia factor which balances the global
wide-rang exploitation and the local nearby
exploration abilities of the swarm.
3.2. Improved PSO
In the former researches [9], most of them widely
investigated on the improvement of the velocity
update equation and imposed the limit on the velocity
of particles. Few were mentioned about the limit on
the positions of particles in their studies. If there is no

limit imposed on positions, it is possible for particles
to fly out of defined search space, which sometimes
leads to invalid solutions. To confine particles in
defined search space, common methods implemented
in the code of traditional PSO are to check the validity
of the positions of particles and then take some
measures to rectify invalid solutions at every iteration.
One rectification measure is to impose limit on
positions, as it does on the velocity. If an element of
the position is smaller then Xmin, it is set equal to
Xmin; if greater than Xmax, then equal to Xmax.
Another is to reject the invalid particle, and then
repeatedly evaluate the velocity update equation,
formula (12) and formula (14), until the position
updating equation, formula (12), obtaining a valid
solution. Though those measures can restrict particles
in defined search space, at the same time, they bring
some excess computation. An improved PSO with
momentum factor is introduced to solve this
disadvantage [17]. The new technique can limit the
particles in defined search space without checking the
boundary at every iteration. In improved PSO, the
particles are manipulated by the following equations:
vid := w ∗ vid + c1 ∗ rand () ∗ ( pid − xid )

+ c2 ∗ rand () ∗ ( pgd − xid ),
xid := (1 − mc) ∗ xid + mc ∗ vid ,

(16)
(17)

where mc is momentum factor (0 < mc < 1), and Vmin
= Xmin; Vmax = Xmax.

4. OPTIMIZATION OF FOPID
CONTROLLERS
Optimization of FOPID controllers firstly needs
design the optimization goal, and then encode the
parameters to be searched. PSO algorithm is running
until the stop condition is satisfied. The particles of
the last generation are the optimized parameters of the
FOPID controller.
4.1. Representation of parameters
From (6), five parameters K p , Ki , K d , and λ , δ
are required to be designed, according to control
objectives. For the conventional PID controller design,
we should ensure that all the poles of the close-loop
transfer function are confined in the left half of the s
plane. Based on the stability condition of fractional
order system, a controller that stabilizes the integer
order system stabilizes the fractional order system.
The FOPID controller parameter can adopt the
parameter of integer order controller and add
fractional orders of integral and derivative. In this
paper, the initial positions of the ith particles of the
swarm can be represented by a 5 dimensional vector,
and then the initial values are randomly generated
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4.2. Selection of PSO factors
As a rule, PSO needs to predefine numerical
coefficients (consisting of the maximum velocity or
inertia weight, momentum factor, societal factor and
individual factor), swarm size and topology. The
ability of global optimization relies greatly on the
setting of these parameters. The maximum velocity
and inertia weight affect the ability of escaping from
local optimization and refining global optimization.
The societal factor and individual factor determine the
ability of exploring and exploiting. The size of swarm
balances the requirement of global optimization and
computational cost. Lastly, the topology concerns both
the ability of sharing information and the expense of
communication.
The coefficients of PSO influence the optimization
performance. In this paper, a time decreasing inertia
weight w from 0.9 to 0.4, c1 = c2 = 2.5 with the
addition of constant mc = 0.3 are adopted.
4.3. Fitness function
To evaluate the controller performance, there are
always several criterions of control quality, which are
given by:
∞ 2
e (t )dt ,
0

J1 = ∫

∞

J 2 = ∫ | e(t ) | dt ,
0

(18)

J1 can track error quickly, but easily give rise to
oscillation. J2 can obtain good response, but its
selection performance is not good. For getting good
dynamic performance and avoiding large control input,
the following control quality criterion is used in this
paper,
∞

J = ∫ ( w1 | e(t ) | + w2 u 2 (t ))dt.
0

(19)

The fitness function is given as follows:
F=1 .
J

(20)

4.4. Stop criteria
The stop criteria used was the one that defines the
maximum number of generations to be produced.
When PSO algorithm runs, the new populations
generating process is finished, and the best solution to
complete the generation number is the one among the
individuals better adapted to the evaluation function.

G(s) =

s 2 + 50 s

.

δ ∈ [0,1]. The fractional order controller can be
digitally realized using the method of Tustin operator
and continued fraction expansion, where sampling
time is 0.001s; the approximation model order is 6.
The population size of initial generation is 50.
w1 = 0.999, w2 = 0.001; the maximum number of
generations is set as 200. Vmin is set equal to Xmin;
Vmax equal to Xmax.
Firstly, the standard PSO with gradually decreasing
inertia factor is designed to optimize the parameters of
FOPID controllers. The learning rate are c1 = c2
= 2.5; the inertia factor w decreases linearly
between 0.9 and 0.4, it can calculate by the following
equation:
w = ( wmax − wmin ) ×

( Itermax − Iternow )
+ wmin , (22)
Itermax

where Itermax is the maximum number of generations, Iternow is the current number of generations in
the running PSO, so Itermax = 200,

wmax = 0.9,

wmin = 0.4.
After 50 runs of the Standard PSO algorithm are
performed, many optimized results are invalid and out
of defined search space. As shown in Fig. 3, there are
16 optimized results of parameter λ out of the
range[0,1]. At the same time, some optimized results
of other parameters, including K p , Ki , K d and δ ,
also fly out of defined search range. So the Standard
PSO with linear weight can not guarantee the valid
solution.
With improved PSO, Its factors are set equal to the
above standard PSO except momentum factor
mc = 0.3 . After 20 runs, all the results are in the
predefined search range. The mean fitness value of the

2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
-0.5

4.5. Simulation researches
The control objective is as follows:
400

The sampling period is 0.001s. The control input is
step signal. For reducing the time of optimization, the
initial range of parameters are selected, these are
K p ∈ [0, 20], Ki ∈ [0,1], K d ∈ [0,1], λ ∈ [0,1], and

λ optimized solution

based on the extreme values. The PSO technique is
simple in encoding with real number, while GA with
binary strings.
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Fig. 3. Optimized results after 50 runs.
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33.5

Table 1. The optimization results using GA and the
improved PSO.

Best J
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Fig. 4. Variety of performance function.
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Fig. 5. Dynamic response after optimization.
32.3
Improved PSO
GA

Best J

32.25
32.2

Plant
G1 ( s )

GA
20.8147 ± 0.0777

Improved PSO
20.6685 ± 0.0065

G2 ( s )

38.3095 ± 5.4925

34.1860 ± 6.8733

G3 ( s )

68.9636 ± 0.0770

68.9091 ± 0.0413

G4 ( s )

87.4638 ± 255.32

69.3680 ± 0.0105

G5 ( s )

154.8318 ± 9731

95.2071 ± 42.136

G6 ( s )

45.2443 ± 0.0002

45.2433 ± 0.0004

selected in fitness calculations of reproduction
operator; Crossover uses the binary valued uniform
crossover with probability 0.6; Mutation adopts binary
valued mutation with mutation probability 0.01. The
population size of initial generation of numbers and
the maximum number of generations are set equal to
the optimization parameters of PSO. Through 20 runs,
the mean fitness value of the best solutions is 0.0311,
the best J = 32.0671. As shown in Fig. 6, the result
of each run is more closely approach to the best
solution using improved PSO in comparison with GA.
To generally test the performance of improved PSO
algorithms in designing fractional order controllers,
various controlled plants, whose transfer function in
appendix, are adopted. The objective function is also
(19), and the factors of GA and the improved PSO are
the same as the former. The optimization results of
FOPID controllers for different plants using GA and
the improved PSO algorithms can be shown as Table 1.
Each result is the average of 20 runs with variance.
The comparative results show the proposed PSO
algorithms are preferable to GA in optimizing the
parameters of FOPID controllers.

32.15

5. CONCLUSIONS

32.1

It has been demonstrated that the parameters
optimization of fractional order controller based on
modified PSO is highly effective. According to
optimization target, the proposed method can search
the best global solution for FOPID controllers’
parameters and guarantee the objective solution space
in defined search space. In contrast with GA method,
the improved PSO can achieve faster search speed and
better solution. Based on improved PSO, the design
and application of FOPID will be appeared in various
fields.

32.05

0

5

10
15
numbers of trial

20

Fig. 6. Results using improved PSO and GA.
best solutions is 0.0312 and the mean value of the best
objective function is J = 32.063748, one best
solution is K p = 2.86, Ki = 0.000012, K d = 1.0,

λ = 0.00119, δ = 0.4896. The variety of performance
function J of optimization process is shown as Fig.
4. The dynamic response using the optimized FOPID
is shown as Fig. 5.
With binary genetic algorithms, FOPID controllers’
parameters can be achieved for the same control
objective (21). The Rank-based fitness assignment is

APPENDIX A
In the following, the transfer functions of controlled
plants in Table 1 are described as follows:
G1 ( s ) =

1553
2

s + 14 s + 40.02

,

(23)
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G2 ( s ) =

523500
3

s + 83.75s + 10470
250 s + 500
G3 ( s ) = 3
,
s + 12s 2 + 100 s
300( s + 100)
,
G4 ( s ) =
s ( s + 10)( s + 40)

G5 ( z ) =

,

(24)
(25)

(26)

0.027 z 3 + 0.0434 z 2 + 0.0025z + 0.0012

,
z 4 − 0.5142 z 3 − 0.6948z 2 − 0.0045 z − 0.0074
(27)
7
4 × 10
.
G6 ( s ) =
(28)
s ( s + 250)( s 2 + 40 s + 9 × 104 )
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